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Towards the sunset

My life is Crazy daisy, Californication
Baby, baby, it 'divine - Amen!

I zigzag among people, disguised as a normal
I'm, wacko to night - wacko maniac - honestly

the blink blink that adorn my shoulders
Sparks in the sun, it makes me just a bit cooler

weighing on me at the same time down, so I must throw my chains
Love before business

Art before people
I speak before I think

& it hurts my love ones
They know it doesn't say me the slightest, if it isn't the pure honesty

What is it people is so busy with?
It freaking incredible calmly and quietly, Man calmly and quietly

Drop the bag in the back - learn back
There's cash in the glove compartment - enough to take off

Cup holder for your coffee, a smile in the corner of your mouth/
Yea, the situation looks bright /favorable

the past in the back mirror now do we have nothing to avoid
Man I'm horny

Okay let's get the chamber pitch
No GPS driving towards the evening sun

we poured the whole thing a bit like a strike
(oh-oh-o-ohh)

we lived our life a bit like a game
but now I'm ready to go a whole new way

(oh-oh-o-ohh)
Towards the sunset; my baby and I

I'm day dreaming closing my eyes
living in my dreams every day - sleepwalking

and we rise up every time we fall
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no lies, truth is what we selling
so what you get is what you see

you boy is still sharper then a Musketeer
new watch on my arm, but I'm ageless

and my baby shines in a room without light.
and I can feel her, even when she is out of town.

butterflies in my stomach - if you want to know how it feels
and nothing is as usual

so it about time to write love in my rider
yes they talking loose in DK

but I'm not listening, I'm driving towards the sunset
and it's about time to press the fire alarm

for a place inside of me is a flame that burns
so great art that it breaks the boundaries

and okay perhaps I wasn't quite ready in the beginning
but the crystal ball in her eyes tells me
that we could have a future together.

we poured the whole shit a bit like a strike
(oh-oh-o-ohh)

we lived our life a bit like a game
but now I'm ready to go a whole new way

(oh-oh-o-ohh)
Towards the sunset; my baby and I

I'm flying against the horizon
seat 2

I feel like the dot over the i
in the top

dressed in the night sky colors
dark blue

my future looks so bright even with closed eyelids
they really want to yell

they trying to fit in
we trying to stand out

does that lead the way is singled out for attack
so I turn up for the volume and let the music give me Goosebumps

no stop block, no plan B
life before death, let it come, let it happen

hope in my suitcase, hits on my conscience
towards the sunset - with my heart on the right place

we poured the whole shit a bit like a strike
(oh-oh-o-ohh)



we lived our life a bit like a game
but now I'm ready to go a whole new way

(oh-oh-o-ohh)
Towards the sunset; my baby and I

so now I'm ready to go a whole new way
Yea, up for whatever, my baby and I

mmh-mmh
mmh-mmh

we on our way now
we on our way now
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